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Data Transfer
When transferring data we kindly ask you to observe the following criteria:
Generally we prefer data transfer and delivery of PDF-files.
PDF-Files need to be created at least in version 1.5 (Acrobat 6). Please also make sure that PDF-files
are written with layers. Normalized PDF-/GRS-files from ESKO workflows are also acceptable.
Every data transfer must contain precise information about customer and job: Customer name and job name
need to be clearly visible within the data transferred, especially concerning data from third parties.
Resolution: at least 300 dpi (not coarser!) ; picture data M 1:1
Color mode of pictures: special inks or CYMK as PSD-files (with layers, if applicable)
Fonts: convert to character paths, embed in PDF-file, or deliver complete font files.
Please always deliver font files for paragraph text.
Logos, line drawings: always send as vector graphics (not pixel based).
Other graphic files: deliver with complete postscript fonts. Concerning embedded EPS- and TIFF-files
please also include the original output files from the creating application as well as all used fonts.
When delivering other graphic files please make sure to always include a pure layout file ("view PDF").
CorelDraw files: please always export as PDF files.

We can handle data from the following applications/ minimum versions (Macintosh):
Macintosh :

Art Pro 12
Illustrator CC 2014
InDesign CC 2014
Photoshop CC 2014
Automation Engine (Esko) 12.2.0

Cutting dies
can be delivered in dxf, cf2, and ard file formats
Data storage media

We can handle CDs, DVDs, and USB memory sticks

Data transfer
e -mail:
Internet:
FTP-Server:

Contact

av@jaehde.de
www.jaehde.de
on request

Telefon:

+49 - (0) 30 - 610 82 12 - 11
+49 - (0) 30 - 610 82 12 - 14
+49 - (0) 30 - 610 82 12 - 13
+49 - (0) 30 - 610 82 12 - 15

Fax:

+49 - (0) 30 - 610 82 12 - 40

Andreas Horn
Antje Holz
Alexandra Patzschke
Karsten Raeke

Data forwarding
Data can be forwarded to our customers or, by their order, to third parties for proof-reading purposes.
In compliance with copyright and related rights we transfer data not in high resolution and solely as PDF files.

